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YOUR SUCCESS  
IS OUR GOAL
| PLAN 3
Expertise, experience and always an eye for the latest 
developments and trends on the market – as a professional 
partner to our customers this is what we aspire to offer.

We cover the entire spectrum – trade fair design and 
construction, display and presentation systems, trade fair 
marketing and communication.

With over 40 years of success at both national and inter- 
national level and an experienced team of more than  
50 permanently employed staff, we are able to meet our 
customers’ objectives to perfection.

As a family-owned business now in its second generation, 
PLAN 3 has always attached key importance to reliability 
and quality.

| Your success is what drives us
PLAN 3’s work is based entirely on consistent customer  
orientation. As a fair partner, we only provide services that 
offer our customers genuine benefits so as to strengthen 
their competitiveness. Joint success is reflected in long- 
standing customer relations, often over several decades.

| Our areas of expertise
Trade fair design and construction

Display and presentation systems

Trade fair marketing and communication
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MORE SERVICES FOR YOU

|  Our approach
Very personal. The same customer service representative 
will personally guide you through all phases of your  
project. They are responsible for all aspects of the project 
management and upon request they can also provide  
on-site assistance.

|   Our implementation
In-house. We carry out every stage of your project in  
our company buildings, which have a total floor space of 
4,500 m2 and are located right next to the Messe Munich 
congress centre.

Overview of our departments:

Customer service and consultation 
Conception and design 
Project management and organisation 
Marketing and communication 

 Graphic design and graphic production 
Wood and metal processing 
Logistics and vehicle fleet management 
Preparation and storage 
Assembly and execution

|  Our scope
Worldwide. We are active in Europe and beyond.  
Everything from the initial consultation to the planning stage 
is organised by us directly. The final on-site implementation 
is then carried out by us or one of our local partners.

As a member of OCTANORM Service Partner International, 
we are part of a network of over 150 companies in 55  
countries. This guarantees that the project we plan for  
you can be carried out uniformly in every continent and  
conforms with each country’s high national quality  
standards.
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| Trade fair design and construction 
 Decades of experience at exhibition grounds and trade fair centres worldwide 

 Your one-stop shop – from conception and development of the stand  
design to planning, organisation and handling, production, assembly and 
disassembly, transport, storage and reconstruction

 Great flexibility thanks to in-house production facilities and logistics services

| Display and presentation systems
 Extensive product portfolio of high-quality display systems

 Comprehensive service – from conception and planning to production,  
packaging, storage, servicing and maintenance of the systems

Europe-wide handling, assembly and disassembly 

| Trade fair marketing and communication
 Development of creative solutions for all aspects of your trade fair appearance, 
from planning to implementation

 Graphic design and production of advertising materials,  
stand graphics and associated provisions

 Customised support to suit your individual requirements and  
your brand presence
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| Trade fair design and construction

We provide creative and practical ideas to make your trade 
fair appearance one of a kind. From the design and planning 
to the construction of the stand, we have everything  
covered. You will be guided every step of the way by one  
of our project managers, who will happily answer any  
questions you may have.

Our creative team of designers and architects develops 
creative stand solutions that perfectly suit your company 
and your specifications. We bring to life high-quality stand 
concepts – whether for a small or a large stand, for a single 
event or multiple use, within Germany or beyond.

Your design will be carefully implemented with the help of 
our modern, in-house facilities, experienced employees and 
seamless logistics. Reliability, efficiency and dedication to 
quality form the foundation of our day-to-day work. What’s 
more, the sustainable use of materials is just as important  
to us as the efficient use of your budget. 

Our well-coordinated assembly team will put it all  
together expertly, and your contact person will monitor and 
coordinate the entire project, ensuring deadlines are met 
and a high level of quality is maintained. And all the while, 
we keep our eyes on the prize: your successful trade fair 
appearance.

From the initial idea to the finished stand – we will help  
you design a highly personalised calling card that will amaze 
both your customers and visitors alike.

WE’LL HELP BUILD 
YOUR SUCCESS

Trade fair design and construction |  
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Overview of our services

|  Consultation and planning
  Detailed analysis and consultations to develop the most effective plan 

 for  your stand

  Personal assistance provided by a project manager

  Completion of all project tasks – from organisation of the stand permit  
and all technical orders to handover of the stand

    Production and construction planning using CAD

| Conception and design

  Conception and development of creative stand designs  
by our designers and architects

 3D visualisation and representation of the concepts

|  Graphic design and graphic production

  In-house graphics department including graphic production

  Graphic design – conception, creation of layouts and final artwork,  
image processing and data preparation, e.g. for your stand graphics

 Production and assembly of graphic elements

|  Production, assembly, logistics and storage

  In-house manufacturing and production

  Worldwide service and handling as well as assembly

 Vehicle fleet for national and international transport

  Storage and handling of the trade fair stand

OUR SERVICES FOR YOU

Trade fair design and construction |  
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REFERENCES TRADE FAIR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

| Trade fair design and construction

Customer
Wirecard AG

Stand area 
90 m2

Service 
Graphic design  
development, technical 
planning, assembly and 
dismantling, transport, 
logistics, handling,  
storage and re-assembly

Activity 
Approx. 11 trade fair  
appearances per year
50 – 110 m2

Customer
Salewa

Stand area 
400 m2

Service 
Stand concept  
development, stand design 
and graphic design,  
technical planning,  
assembly and dismantling, 
transport, logistics,  
handling, storage and  
re-assembly

Activity 
Two trade fair  
appearances per year 
350 – 450 m2
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Customer
J.F. Rey  

Stand area 
100 m2

Service 
Stand concept  
development, stand design,  
technical planning,  
assembly and dismantling, 
transport, logistics,  
handling, storage and  
re-assembly

Activity 
Three trade fair  
appearances per year 
70 – 120 m2

Customer
Helly Hansen  
Deutschland GmbH

Stand area 
Approx. 210 m2  

plus dual level 

Service 
Stand concept  
development, stand  
design, technical planning, 
assembly and dismantling, 
transport, logistics, 
handling, storage and  
re-assembly

Activity 
One to two trade fair  
appearances per year
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| Display and presentation systems

Even if you are not appearing at a trade fair or other major 
event, we can help you present your product or brand in 
the best possible light with just the right system. Our range 
includes high-quality mobile exhibition stands, small  
easy-to-pack banners, folding walls, counters, brochure 
stands and much more. Our showroom offers you the 
chance to try out the various systems and find out all  
about our practical accessories. 

Together with our design department, we will develop  
creative, customised display concepts based on your  
requests and generate 3D visualisations of our ideas.  
Our departments for marketing communication and graphic 
design will help you develop an unmistakable, visually  
stunning platform for your advertising messages.  
Our in-house facilities make it possible to combine our  
standardised systems with the customised components  
we have produced especially for you. 

Many of our products come with a lifelong warranty, and  
we will even take care of any repairs and maintenance.  
You can also store your system with us and have it sent to 
you directly, so it is there when you need it – fast. And thanks 
to our Europe-wide network of partners, we are also able  
to assemble your system in other countries.

Whether for the point of sale, exhibitions, sales rooms,  
interior or outdoor settings – take advantage of our systems 
and really get your message across.

SUCCESSFUL  
PRESENTATIONS
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Overview of our services

| Consultation and planning

 Detailed analysis and consultation

 In-house showroom for experiencing our products first-hand 

  Planning service to make the best possible use of your stand

| Conception and design

 Conception and design of creative display solutions

 3D visualisation and representation

| Graphic design and graphic production

 In-house graphic design department and production

 Layout creation and design of graphic panels, including data preparation

 Production of all graphics

|  Production and assembly

 Creation of individualised building components in our in-house facilities

 High-quality products and constant quality assurance

 Europe-wide delivery and retrieval, as well as assembly and disassembly

|  Maintenance, repair, storage and transport

 Inspection, cleaning and repairs

 Storage options for your system or trade fair stand

 Online administration and ordering of your display systems

OUR SERVICES FOR YOU

Display and presentation systems | 
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REFERENCES DISPLAY AND PRESENTATION SYSTEMS

| Display and presentation systems

Customer
Sky Deutschland GmbH

System
Zipper Wall curved 
4 m x 2.3 m

Service
Production

Customer
Richard Pflaum Verlag 
GmbH & Co. KG

System
Mobile trade fair stand made 
of OCTAwall and OCTAfabric 
28 – 42 m2

Service
Stand concept, technical 
planning, assembly and 
dismantling, transport,  
logistics, handling, storage
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Customer
Wacker Chemie GmbH

System
Mobile trade fair  
stand made of OCTAwall 
32.5 m²

Service
Stand concept, technical 
planning, assembly and 
dismantling, transport,  
logistics, handling, storage

Customer
Prozesswerk GmbH

System
Magic4Size Frame 
100 cm x 248 cm
200 cm x 248 cm
Rondo Counter
93 cm x 50 cm
Print carpet  
3 m x 2.5 m

Service
Overall conception and  
graphic design, production
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| Trade fair marketing and communication

To enjoy a successful trade fair appearance, it is vital to  
make the most of all the opportunities presented by the fair.  
Of particular importance is an attractive stand design  
supported by targeted marketing strategies and an  
effective system for analysing your success. 

PLAN 3 is your ideal communications partner – we  
understand how the entire process works and will provide 
you with competent assistance, including all the necessary 
services.

Our experienced marketing experts will help you choose  
the right trade fairs to attend, work with you to develop  
creative communications solutions for the best possible brand 
presence and provide organisational support as well. 

They will also coordinate directly with those in charge of your 
stand design and construction to guarantee a flawless overall 
stand concept. After all, the aim is to ensure that your brand 
stands out from the crowd and is well received by your target 
group.

From the development of exciting concepts for your  
invitations and graphic design for your stand to the planning 
of stand events, the selection of customer incentives  
and follow-up activities. 

We will provide you with professional and efficient  
assistance before, during and after the fair.

COMMUNICATION 
THAT WORKS

Trade fair marketing and communication | 
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OUR SERVICES FOR YOU

Overview of services

| Conception and planning

 Research and selection of relevant trade fairs

 Development of invitation concepts 

 Creation of text, preparing presentations, PR

 Supporting advertising materials 

 Stand activities (competitions, stand parties, etc.)

 Customer follow-up activities

| Graphic design and production

  Advertising materials (print and digital) such as invitations, brochures, flyers, ads, 
press kits, posters, catalogues, advertising banners, newsletters

 Trade fair graphics (design and production)

 3D visualisation and 3D animation

| Organisation and consultation

 Training of stand personnel 

 Organisation of personnel supplies (name badges, clothing, etc.)

 Hostess service

 Catering

 Giveaways

 Trade fair photography

 Stand activities

| Trade fair success analysis

 Stand analysis

 Professional visitor and employee surveys

 Lead management and lead preparation

Trade fair marketing and communication | 
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REFERENCES TRADE FAIR MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION

FOS
Robert-Bosch 

Schreinerei Friedrich GmbH
Sigmund-Riefl er-Bogen 7
D-81829 München
Tel.: +49 (0)89 940099 28
Fax: +49 (0)89 940099 32
Mobil:  +49 (0)176 11526320
groebmeier@schreinerei-friedrich.de
www.schreinerei-friedrich.de

Josef Gröbmeier
Schreinermeister
 
Geschäft sführender
Gesellschaft er

FRIEDRICH GMBH

Bau- und Möbelschreinerei
Innenausbau
Ladenbau
Massivholzbau

Die Schreinerei Friedrich ist Mitglied:

Schreinerinnung
München

Fachverband
Schreinerhandwerk
Bayern

FRIEDRICH GMBH

| Trade fair marketing and communication

Schreinerei Friedrich GmbH

Sigmund-Riefler-Bogen 14
D-81829 München

Telefon: 089 94009928
Fax: 089 94009932 oder 08061 343575
E-Mail: groebmeier@schreinerei-friedrich.de
Web: www.schreinerei-friedrich.de

Schreinerei Friedrich GmbH 
Development of corporate design and web design, creation 
of advertising copy and 20th anniversary logo

Landeshauptstadt München (City of Munich municipal authorities) Städtische 
 Robert-Bosch Fachoberschule (technical college) Logo and flyer design
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Gefördert durch:

Goethe-Institutes in Germany  
Conception, design and product of a  
brochure and folder for further training  
in working with migrants

napcabs GmbH 
Development of corporate design, design of logo and advertising materials
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YOUR EXCEPTIONAL EVENT

| Really make your mark

For over 40 years, we have enthusiastically devoted  
ourselves to the trade fair business, supporting our  
customers with boundless creativity, reliability and  
dedication.

As experienced trade fair professionals, we know that  
products and services often need to be explained and that 
the vast array of options can make it difficult for customers 
to decide what they want. When it comes to addressing 
customers personally and creating an emotional connection 
with the brand, no other communications tool is as  
effective as a trade fair.      

Brands and products can be experienced first-hand. Direct 
contact between business partners generates trust and  
enables them to accommodate individual requirements.     

We will support you from A to Z to create a truly unique  
trade fair presence that brings your brand and your products 
to life – after all, your success is our goal.

Best regards, 
The PLAN 3 team
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PLAN 3 HISTORY

1985 PLAN 3 GmbH expanded and moved into a larger building 
in Ridlerstraße, immediately adjacent to the trade fair centre at 
the time; this offered a surface area of 2,000 m2 – considerably 
more space for all departments, including admin, planning, 
workshop, graphic design, production and storage.

1972 The idea of establishing PLAN 3 came about 
when the Olympics were held in Munich. Having 
worked for Olympia Baugesellschaft together, 
Heinz R. Friedrich and two of his colleagues got 
together to set up PLAN 3.

2005 Heinz R. Friedrich withdrew 
from day-to-day business  
operations, handing over manage-
ment responsibilities to his son  
Fabian Friedrich.

1992 The  
carpentry firm 
Schreinerei  
Heinz R. Friedrich 
was founded;  
it moved into its 
own premises 
opposite the main 
building in 2007.

2000 The entire company moved to Munich-Riem.  
Messe Munich congress centre had moved to Riem  
and PLAN 3 followed.

2014 PLAN 3 GmbH celebrated its 40th anniversary,  
now with a workforce of 50 staff.





PLAN 3 
Innenausbau und Messebau GmbH

Sigmund-Riefler-Bogen 14/16
D-81829 München

Telephone: +49 (0)89 943894 0
Telefax: +49 (0)89 943894 100
E-Mail: info@plan-3.de

www.plan-3.de

YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR GOAL


